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CURRICULUM JOURNEY
What can I do with Psychology qualifications?
• Aid Worker/Humanitarian Worker
• Civil Service Administrator
• Government Research Officer
• Journalist
• Management Accountant

• Political Party Research Officer
• Public affairs consultant (lobbyist)
• Public Relations (PR) Officer
• Social Researcher
• Solicitor

Further education courses:
• Many of our students go on to study degrees in the
Politics or Politics and International Relations, or
related subjects, such as History, English, Economics,
Law, Philosophy and Social Anthropology.
• Students are able to embark on a
wide range of courses at university,
training and careers.

• Politics students develop key transferable
skills including research, communication,
critical analysis and evaluation; these are
valued in many careers and professions,
including journalism, law, finance, diplomacy,
as well as directly in the world of politics.
Mastery in Year 13
• Knowledge and understanding of key terms for each topic.
• Range of current evidence to support points.
• Understanding of analysis points including explanations,
comparisons and synoptic links.
• Practice and mastery of essay structure.
• Clear comparisons between the UK and US.
• Practice and mastery of comparative question structure and
comparative theories.

What is the philosophy that determines the
judgements? What is judicial review?
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What is judicial independence and
neutrality? How effective is the
Supreme Court in checking the
power of the executive?
What is the role of the judiciary
within the UK political system?

What is the relationship between the prime minister
and cabinet? How much power does the cabinet have
over the prime minister? In depth case studies of
recent prime ministers.
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What are the key
strands in the ideologies?
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How much
agreement is there
within each ideology?
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How does first past
the post (FPTP) work? Is
FPTP democratic?
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How do STV, AMS and
SV work? Are they more
democratic than FPTP?

Democracy and participation

What do we mean by democracy?
How democratic is the UK? How do people
participate in the UK political system through
elections and pressure groups?

Your Politics journey starts here ...

What is devolution? How has
devolution evolved and what is
the future of devolution?
How does the UK constitution evolve
and what are the most important
developments? Would the UK benefit from
having a codified constitution?

What is a constitution?
How does the UK Constitution compare
with the US Constitution?
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What is the impact of the
media on elections? In depth
election case studies.

What are the key differences
between the House of Lords and the
House of Commons? Should the UK
have an elected second chamber?

What is a referendum? Looking at recent
referendums, are they an effective way to
make decisions in the UK?

What is the impact of the electoral
systems on the type of government,
voter choice and party representation?
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How do events surrounding
elections impact voting? How
important are campaigns, party
leaders and policies?

Core Political Ideas
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How effective is Parliament in scrutinising
government legislation, policies and actions?
How well do MPs represent their constituents?

What are the ideas at the heart of
these core ideologies?

UNIT 2

What is the structure of Parliament
and what are the key functions?
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How significant are the
key social factors class,
age, ethnicity, where they
live, gender and level of
education?
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What support is available to a PM to
carry out the roles they have? How do
prime ministers appoint their ministers?

In depth understanding of liberalism,
socialism and conservatism. What are
the origins of the core ideologies?
What influences the
way that people vote in
elections?

Knowledge and understanding of key terms for each topic.
Range of current evidence to support points.
Effective cases studies.
Understanding of analysis points including explanations,
comparisons and synoptic links.
• Practice and mastery of essay structure including source-based
and ideologies essays.
• Knowledge and ability to apply key thinkers for each ideology.

Prime minister
and cabinet

What is the structure of the executive?
What are the powers and constraints
of the prime minister?
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Non-core
Political Ideas

In depth understanding
of feminism. What are
the ideas at the heart of
feminism?

How does federalism
operate in the US? How
has the relationship
between the federal
government and the
states evolved?

Mastery in Year 12

What are the key strands and tensions?
How much agreement is there within
feminism? Who are the critical thinkers?
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How have the
parties evolved?
What are the key
factions in each
party?
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What is the amendment
process and how else
does it evolve? What are
the key comparisons with
the UK Constitution?

Understanding the history and
compromised in the Constitution.
What are the key principles and
features of the Constitution?

Why is the Senate regarded as the more powerful
chamber? What are the key comparisons with the UK
Parliament? How can you explain the similarities and
differences using comparative theories?

What is the relationship between the
different branches of government?
When is the executive more
powerful than Parliament?

UNIT 3

US Constitution and federalism

What determines voting in Congress?
What is the role and importance of parties?

What was the UK’s relationship with the
European Union and what is the impact of
leaving? What is sovereignty and where
does sovereignty currently lie?

Is the US still federal? What are the
key comparisons with the devolution
in the UK? How can you explain the
similarities and differences using
comparative theories?

What is the structure and
composition of Congress?
How are members of
Congress elected?

US Congress
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civil rights

How effective is Congress in carrying out
the key functions – passing and scrutinising
legislation, carrying out oversight and
representing their state and district?
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What is the process for electing US presidents?
How are elections funded? What are the main
issues with the electoral system?
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What are the key comparisons
with the UK elections, parties
and pressure groups?
How can you explain the
similarities and
differences using
comparative theories?

What are the key ideas and principles of the
Democratic and Republican parties?

Has the Supreme Court
become too powerful? What
are the key comparisons
with the UK Supreme Court?
How can you explain the
similarities and differences
using comparative theories?

How effective is the Supreme
Court at protecting rights?
What is the courts role in
influencing public policy? Is
the Supreme Court a political
or judicial institution?
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What is the membership
of the Supreme Court.
What is the process
for appointing and
confirming
Supreme Court
justices?

How do factors such as race, religion, gender and
education help explain voting behaviour? What is
the significance of interest groups in the US political
system and how do they impact democracy?

Is there a participation crisis?
How can the UK political system be
improved? In depth pressure group
case studies. How well are rights
protected in the UK?

Why do the main
parties have an
advantage? What
is the role and
importance of the
other parties? Do
we have a two-party
system?

Understanding the history and
ideology of the Labour and
Conservative Parties. What are
the current policy positions
of the main parties? How are
political parties funded?

